The construction of fatigue mechanism maps and associated models is described and discussed for the low-temperature monotonic and cyclic plastic deformation of pure face-centred cubic metals. The maps display 7 different fields, each field representing a well-defined stage in the process toward final fracture. A complete theory of workhardening and fatigue must include an account of the pattern of structural transition displayed by the maps. It is emphasized that the Eshelby-type composite model has a flexibility enabling it to provide a general, although necessarily incomplete, theoretical framework for modelling the role of long-range internal stresses in every field of the map. The cross-slip of screw dislocations is a unifying feature, which allows a partial prediction of the onset of cyclic saturation in high cycle fatigue as well as in low cycle fatigue. Recent progress in workhardening theory suggests the possibility of corresponding progress in the understanding of low cycle fatigue.
INTRODUCTION
Part of the development of a theory of workhardening and fatigue is to identify genuine stages of deformation and cracking, that is, the stages of the process within which the controlling mechanisms remain qualitatively the same. The correct identification of the controlling mechanisms is crucial for the construction of a theory required to account consistently for the widest possible range of observations with the minimum number of adjustable parameters. In the sense used here, fatigue mechanism maps are records of genuine stages in the simplest histories of workhardening and fatigue, histories in which the plastic strain amplitude, the strain-rate and the temperature are all kept constant. The construction of the maps requires a combination of theoretical modelling and systematic experimental observation. Here the intention is to give a brief discussion of the construction of the maps and associated models, with special consideration of new results concerning the temperature dependence of cyclic saturation. The temperatures in question are not higher than about half the absolute melting temperature, and, for brevity, only copper single crystals cyclically strained in single slip orientations will be dealt with. However, with quantitative modifications the maps and models discussed here appear to be applicable generally to the lowtemperature workhardening and fatigue of single crystals and polycrystals of pure face-centred cubic metals [1, 2] .
MAPPING
The fatigue mechanism map shown in Fig. 1 is constructed [1, 2] by combining in a doublelogarithmic diagram of plastic strain amplitude versus cycle number the stages and regimes of CYCLE NUMBER, Ν tensile and cyclic hardening indicated in Fig. 2 . Field 0 represents the initial annealed state of the crystal and fields I, Dj,, and ΠΙ correspond to the stages of the tensile curve for annealed copper (Fig. 2a) . Tensile instabilities and fatigue failure have prevented the observation of a field corresponding to tensile stage IV.
Fields Π,,, ΙΠ 0 , Π 5 and ΙΠ correspond to the usual regimes of the cyclic stress-strain curve for the cyclically saturated crystal (Fig. 2c) . Regime ΠΙ,, is the plateau associated with persistent slip bands (PSBs) in a matrix of veins. Fields Π 0 and Π,, represent cyclic hardening in high cycle fatigue and low cycle fatigue, respectively. The subfield between II 0 and ΠΙ 0 is the transitional stage of nucleation of PSBs from the vein structure evolved during constant plastic strain amplitude cycling in field Π,,. Microstructural observations show that the onset of PSB nucleation coincides with the Fig. 2 . The main information on tensile and cyclic stress-strain behaviour used for constructing the fatigue mechanism map. minimum displayed by the V H values plotted versus cycle number Ν (Fig. 2d) . A variety of additional mechanical and microstructural information support the construction of the map. In particular, the boundary between fields and ΙΠ represents observations [3] of the onset of secondary cyclic hardening. The data points and literature references used for constructing the map can be found in [1, 2] .
MODELLING
Each field of the map is associated with a characteristic dislocation microstructure. The role played by internal stresses in the evolution and overall stress-strain response of the microstructures has been studied fairly comprehensively [4 -7] on the basis of the composite model illustrated in Fig. 3 . The model focuses on the heterogeneity of the dislocation structure, which it represents as a dispersion of hard ellipsoidal regions dense with dislocations and embedded in a dislocation-free soft matrix (Fig. 3a) . The shape and orientation and dislocation structure of the hard, deformable or undeformable, regions differ in the different fields of the map. However, the ellipsoidal shape Fig. 3 . The composite model, reproduced from [4] , is sufficiently flexible to deal with every field in the fatigue mechanism map. provides the necessary flexibility enabling the model to be applied in every field of the map. Incompleteness is the essential feature of the composite model, the model makes few assumptions beyond that of the well-documented clumping of the deformation-induced dislocations.
DISCUSSION
The appearance of as many as 7 different fields in the fatigue mechanism map highlights the complexity of the processes of structural evolution in cyclic plasticity. A complete theory of cyclic plasticity must account for these processes, and hence also for the pattern of structural transitions displayed by the map. Here the contribution from the composite model [4] to such a theory will be discussed, with emphasis on the identification of the governing dislocation mechanisms.
Eshelby ellipsoids
By representing the hard regions (or the soft regions) as general ellipsoids (Fig. 3a) it is possible to fit Eshelby's [8] transformation theory of elastic accommodation into the composite model. This led to the realization [9] that PSB ladders can operate not only in free single crystals but also in interior grains of polycrystals. The fact that PSBs had not yet been observed in bulk grains, together with the requirement of compatibility across grain boundaries, were seen [10] as making the existence of bulk PSBs unlikely. However, a composite model [9] , representing the bulk PSB as a soft flat ellipsoid, showed that the internal stresses generated to preserve compatibility during the operation of the PSB were rather small, provided that the PSB was sufficiently thin and long.
Thus the subsequent discovery [11, 12] of bulk PSBs by electron microscopy provided clear evidence for the predictive power of the Eshelby-type composite models. Additional examples of the significance of being able to represent the shape and orientation of hard (or soft) regions will be found in the following. Rather than being merely a mathematical sophistication in the composite model, the Eshelby theory is clearly one of the most essential ingredients of the model, supplying it with the flexibility required to deal realistically and fairly comprehensively with workhardening and fatigue. Figure 3 illustrates the general stress-strain behaviour suggested by the Eshelby-type composite model. The imagined forward stress-strain curve displays a part AB, where the matrix (phase 1) undergoes plastic shear e l = 2ε,, while the hard ellipsoidal regions stay elastic. The slope of part AB is equal to ftiy (Fig. 3b) , where μ is the elastic shear modulus and γ is Eshelby's elastic accommodation factor. The mean internal stress in the matrix increases with strain and produces on stress reversal a permanent softening given in Fig. 3b as Δσ = 2μ/γβ ν Hysteresis loops in field Π 0 (Fig. 4) display the type of behaviour illustrated in Fig. 3b , with large hardening rates, θ., and large values of the permanent softening Δτ caused by veins acting as plastically undeformed hard regions [5] . The value of γ is about 1/2, which may be seen by representing the veins as long fibres oriented normal to the slip direction and parallel to the slip plane. The value of γ -1/2 leads to convincing agreement with the experiments by Basinski, Basinski and Howie [13] , thus further supporting the hypothesis that the veins remain plastically undeformed. We note that without the Eshelby theory a value of γ = 1 would be a hidden assumption forcing one to conclude that the veins deform plastically. This was indeed the conclusion of an earlier treatment of stage II 0 due to Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Laird [14] . 
Field ΙΠ 0
Nucleation of PSBs is observed at the right-hand boundary of field Π 0 . The PSB nuclei evolve into PSBs during cycling through the transitional stage between fields Π,, and III,,. The PSB volume fraction increases linearly from zero at the bottom of field ΙΠ 0 to 100% at the top boundary, where the hysteresis loop has the approximately rectangular shape exemplified in Fig. 5 . This shape, with very small Θ, and Δτ values, is characteristic of the stress-strain response of the PSB.
The dislocation microstructure of a PSB is in the composite model represented as a set of hard plastically deformable or undeformable walls of primary edge dislocation dipoles. The walls are thin and almost perpendicular to the primary slip plane and slip direction. Two extreme descriptions of the shearing of a PSB have been suggested: In Brown's [15, 16] description the walls have very small γ values. This immediately explains, without the need to invoke plastic deformation of the walls, the small values of θ ; and Δτ (see Fig. 3b and imagine γ«1 ) . The value of the stress amplitude is subsequently explained by assuming that the bowing and passing stresses for screw dislocations gliding between the walls are additive.
The opposite extreme is Mughrabi's [17] assumption that γ = 1, which requires that the PSB walls deform plastically in the approach to the peak stress, otherwise the small θ ( and Δτ values could not be understood. Figure 3c illustrates the case in which hard regions deform plastically. In this explanation the stress amplitude represents the sum of the long-range internal stresses between the PSB walls and the bowing stress. The bowing and passing stresses are implicitly assumed to be non-additive.
However, the Eshelby-type composite model allows the value of γ to be estimated on the basis of direct observation of the PSB microstructure. This recently led Lisiecki and Pedersen [7] to suggest a description, which lies between the two extremes. Their description emphasizes that the PSB walls are in fact not exactly perpendicular to the primary slip plane. They display a distribution of angles with peak frequency at 90°. The corresponding distribution of γ values has a peak frequency at very small γ values; but there is also a low-frequency tail of large γ values lifting the average γ value to about 0.25. This average value is sufficiently large to account for the stress amplitude essentially in terms of Mughrabi's description, but the majority of the PSB walls nevertheless remain plastically undeformed, as envisaged in Brown's description.
Field Π"
Reversal of the applied stress after the first quarter-cycle of strain into field II is associated with a very small permanent softening [4] , which can be understood in terms of the composite model if tangles of forest dislocations act as deformable hard regions, see Fig. 3cd . The intrinsic flow resistance of the matrix is negligibly small, as shown [6] by a detailed analysis of reverse microflow in the second and third quarter-cycles. The flow stress is therefore, to a very good approximation, supported entirely by the forest concentrated in the hard regions. Consequently, a stage Π workhardening theory must primarily explain the deformation-induced increase of the strength of the forest of secondary dislocations.
Hirsch [18] has emphasized the significance of slip line formation. It is observed that during plastic flow in stage Π new slip lines of constant step height nb, but decreasing length and spacing, form as the flow stress increases. The onset of stage ΙΠ may well be associated with a reduction in the (rate of increase of) internal stress; but the slip line studies [19] immediately suggest [1, 20] that the controlling event is that the average spacing of slip lines reaches the "annihilation distance" (y) for screw dislocations, defined as the slip plane spacing at which a screw dislocation dipole becomes unstable to cross-slip.
While the slip line spacing is an important feature of stage Π, explaining the onset of stage HI, the forest of secondary dislocations remains the basic cause of workhardening. It turns out that a discussion [1, 2, 6] of workhardening starting from a definition of the flow stress as the stress to create new slip lines leads to unknown parameters. There is first of all the unknown probability that a slip line will develop into a sheet of primary and secondary dislocations by the cross-slip mechanism envisaged by Jackson [21] . Further unknown parameters are then required for describing the exact orientation of the sheets and the bowing of mobile dislocations between ill-defined inclusions of forest, even though some reduction in the number of unknown parameters is possible by invoking slip line interaction.
A flow condition, which is much more closely linked with workhardening, is Brown's [20] idea that during flow the microstructure is continually at the point of producing new slip bands by local worksoftening. Brown's theory, developed from this idea, starts from a model of the pattern of flow within a slip band of negligible flow resistance. Under load the slip bands are expected to be of ellipsoidal shape, in order for them to maintain a uniform internal stress. The slip bands display small angles of misalignment relative to the primary slip plane, and this accounts for the production of secondary dislocations by plastic relaxation of "fibre stresses" [21] . The dislocation structure during flow is a complex three-dimensional assembly of such ellipsoidal slip bands separated by the forest accumulating at their peripheries. This view reverses the model of hard inclusion in a soft matrix and hence avoids the multi-parameter description of bowing between inclusions. The misorientation angle is predicted by the theory, which also delivers the workhardening rate (correct order of magnitude) leaving no unknown parameters. The slip line spacing follows as a consequence of the workhardening rate.
Temperature dependence of cyclic saturation
Although the fatigue mechanism map presents the successive stages in the highly irreversible process of structural evolution in cyclic plasticity, it nevertheless displays an intriguing partial analogy with the equilibrium phase diagram for the equation of state of a van der Waals gas held below the critical temperature. The analogy is the "two-phase" model [22] , which provides a useful synthesis of a wide range of observations related to the isothermal cyclic stress-strain (CSS) curve, that is, to fields Π,,, ΠΙ,,, II S and ΠΙ of the map (see Fig. 2c ). Winter [22] emphasizes the obvious limitations of his two-phase model, arising from the irreversible and history dependent nature of crystal plasticity. A particularly suggestive limitation relates to the temperature dependence. Thus, recent measurements [7] of the CSS curve for copper single crystals show that reduction in temperature from 293 to 77K approximately doubles both the "plateau height" (x PSB ) and "plateau length" (e pse ) of the "two-phase" region (field ΠΙ,). The two-phase model implies an increase of the plateau length, but a decrease of the plateau height Intuitively, this seems a natural limitation of the two-phase model, since the model is essentially an analogy between PSBs and the liquid state: the concept of a mean free path (of screw dislocations) is part of the description of PSBs; but it is foreign to any model of the liquid state.
The mean free path of screw dislocations in a PSB is related to the temperature and strain-rate dependent annihilation distance (y) for screw dislocations. In terms of y it is found [15, 1, 23] that the ratio x PSB / e PSB between plateau height and plateau length is constant, as Lisiecki and Pedersen [7] observe. The predicted ratio is of the form
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as presented in [2] . Here the dimensionless parameter ρ allows for the possible grouping of mobile screws, and q represents the role of long-range internal stresses, as described by the composite model. Figure 6 compares eq. 1 with experimental data for a variety of metals and alloys. 
Fields ΙΠ and D,
The key role played by cross-slip in cyclic saturation is not limited to low amplitudes. The slip line spacing h decreases continually as the flow stress increases and eventually h reaches the annihilation distance y for screws. This leads to identical expressions for x m and % PSB , both stresses are obtained [1, 2, 20] in the form \ώ / 4nqy . This result is well documented experimentally, as Fig. 7 
The temperature dependences of x m and x PSB are both logarithmic. References to the data for z m and x,, Sfl can be found in [24] and [2] , respectively.
The data points shown ( Fig. 7 ) for x m are somewhat more scattered and their envelope shows a somewhat stronger temperature dependence than the data shown for z PSB . Nevertheless, it should be possible to draw an approximate contour of constant stress connecting the point of onset of tensile stage HI with the left-hand boundary of field ΙΓζ. In Fig. 1 this approximate contour is the boundary dividing field Π into the subfield II h for hardening and the subfield H for saturation. The microstructural evidence for the proposed subdivision of field Π remains elusive. As in the context of tensile workhardening [20] it seems likely that screw dipole bundles are stored during cycling through field 14; but there is very little direct evidence for such structures. At the transition into field Π, the capacity for storing screw dipoles is lost, since the current slip line spacing would be finer than the annihilation distance, y. The plastic strain amplitude in field H exceeds the average amplitude in PSBs, so the amplitude cannot strictly be carried by PSBs. Nevertheless, the boundaries in the map are not sharp discontinuities. They are smooth transitions from one mechanism to another, so it seems reasonable to describe field Π, as a field of cyclic saturation in which the deformation mechanism is essentially that of an overstrained PSB. This deformation mode is shortlived, and it is seen to be terminated by a transition to field ΙΠ of secondary cyclic hardening.
CONCLUDING REMARK Finally, it should be mentioned that fatigue mechanism maps have also recently been sketched for body-centred cubic metals and alloys. These maps differ qualitatively from those for the facecentred cubic metals discussed here. While a genuine field II appears to be absent in the bcc maps, additional fields appear when the temperature is lowered or the strain-rate increased, because the bcc screw dislocations owe their mobility to thermal activation. The fatigue mechanism maps sketched for iron and iron-silicon single crystals [25] exemplify these fields, which are highly sensitive to alloying.
